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General meetings are usually held at the Canberra Deakin Football Club, Grose St, Deakin
at 7.30 pm on the second Tuesday of each month.

Next Meeting 11 October 2011
The deadline for material to be included in the next issue
of Southern Trails is the Friday following the General Meeting
14 October 2011

This month’s magazine has been compiled by Michael Patrick
Cover photos by Chris Nichols & Alex de la Mare
SOUTHERN TRAILS - is the magazine of the ST4WDC Incorporated,
GPO Box 2122, Canberra ACT 2601
ABN: 49 507 780 060
Registered by Australia Post
Print Post No. PP248831/00046
National Library Catalogue No. ISSN 0314-0814
Web Address http://www.st4wdc.org
The opinions expressed in the articles and letters in this magazine are not necessarily those of the The Southern
Tablelands Four Wheel Drive Club.
Southern Trails is printed by INSTANT COLOUR PRESS, 21 RAE ST, BELCONNEN, ACT 2617.
All magazine correspondence should be directed to the Publications Coordinator.
Trip reports & articles of interest are very welcome. Contributions may be edited.

We gratefully acknowledge the support given to this magazine by our advertisers and
encourage our readers to support and patronise them whenever possible.
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General Meetings are held at the
Canberra Deakin Sports Club, Grose St, Deakin
at 7.30pm on the second Tuesday of each month.
General Meetings are a focal point of the Club where members can meet
and get information about past and future Club activities. Meetings are
structured with a minimum of formality. Meetings regularly feature talks
from experts on topics of interest ranging from vehicle mechanics to bush
lore. Reports on past trips are presented and new trips are announced.
Visitors introduce themselves, there is a raffle with generous prizes and a
coffee break for catching up with other members. Don’t forget to wear
your name badge.
Ideas for guest speakers are welcome. Contact Mary Biddle if you know
of someone who could make an interesting and topical presentation.
Many members gather before and after the meeting to enjoy a meal or
drink at the Canberra Deakin Sports Club.

Publications
Website www.st4wdc.org. The site is used to provide timely
information regarding Club activities and variations from
previously announced plans. Especially, check for any last minute
variations to trips you are undertaking.
Southern Trails is the ST4WD Club monthly magazine.
Trip reports, and articles that are relevant to Club members are welcome,
as are photographs and illustrations.
Closing date for all material is the Friday following the monthly meeting.
Send contributions to publications@st4wdc.org

Talooge Park
Talooge is the Club’s 600+ ha bush block in rugged country east of Bredbo.
It is used for training and other club activities, and members are welcome
there for private camping, recreation and the simple pleasure of enjoying
the bush. Several areas have been set aside for basic bush camping. Some
have firewood , but no other services – no water, no electricity, no phone,
very limited mobile phone coverage. Pets and the discharging of firearms
are not permitted on the property. Visitors should assume that they are
solely responsible for their own wellbeing and be conscious of the risks of
fire, snakebite, etc. Mobile phone coverage is poor. In an emergency,

neighbours Mr Richie Southwell and his sons, can usually be
contacted using UHF channel 18.
Intending visitors should check with the Property Coordinator or a
committee member regarding access procedures and the combination locks
securing the gates.

Code of Ethics
These are the rules of conduct that we should all observe when using our vehicles in the bush. We should all
take them to heart. Image is a difficult thing to change!!
1. Obey the laws and regulations for Recreational Vehicles that apply to public lands.
2. Respect the cultural, heritage and environmental values of public/private land, by obeying restrictions that
may apply.
3. Respect our flora and fauna. Stop and look, but never disturb.
4. Keep to formed vehicle tracks.
5. Keep the environment clean. Carry your own, and any other, rubbish out.
6. Keep your vehicle mechanically sound and clean to reduce the environmental impact.
7. Adopt minimal impact camping and driving practices.
8. Seek permission before driving on private land. Do not disturb livestock or watering points, leave gates as
found.
9. Take adequate water, food, fuel, basic spares and a first aid kit on trips. In remote areas travel with another
vehicle and have Royal Flying Doctor Service, or equivalent, in radio contact.
10. Enjoy your recreation and respect the rights of others.
11. Plan ahead and lodge trip details with a responsible person.
12. Support four wheel driving as a responsible and legitimate family recreational activity.

Training
The Southern Tablelands Four Wheel Drive Club is
devoted to providing the best driver training
possible. The Driver Training Team provides a range
of courses throughout the year. Students are assigned
an instructor over the period of the course. The 1:1
instructor/student ratio ensures maximum transfer of
skills and experience.
The current courses are:
Main Courses
Basic Driver Training,
Very Difficult Terrain, and
Advanced Recovery (for Grade 4 and 5)
Supplementary Courses
Water Crossing,
Sand Driving,
Practical Map Reading,
Navigation,
Route Planning,
GPS, and
Other specific training relating to Club activities
such as camper trailers etc may also be introduced..

Training for Driver Training Instructors
Trainee Instructor,
Assistant Instructor,
Instructor, and
Chief Instructor
Visit the ST4WDC web page for full details which
are expanded on in detail in the Driver Training
Policy document located under the Training menu
tab.
Partners are encouraged to undertake the Basic
Driver Education course, and any of the other courses
offered from time to time. Unfortunately couples
cannot undertake the course at the same time as only
one driver per vehicle can be instructed during a
training course. Training of a member’s child is
subject to approval by Club management and only
when spare places are available. Couples may attend
the Navigation, Map Reading & GPS courses.

A special offer to travelers - Sewing Machine - medium/heavy duty - available for short term loan.
I have custody of a medium duty Singer sewing machine that is ideal for all those small canvas repair jobs or to
create new tent peg bags, tool rolls, billy can bags, camp oven bags, etc. How far does your creative imagination
go? The machine will handle up to three layers of medium weight canvas and uses very strong upholstery weight
nylon thread that is great for reasonably heavy jobs.
Don 02 6161 1880 or 0408 649 732
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Taylor Torque
Greg Taylor

Welcome to our newest members:
Simo Jaatinen and Debbie Cupitt
Elton Willis
David Read and Kate Hillas
Norman and Michelle Goldsbrough
Rob Wilson and Liane Thomson.
What an interesting few weeks it has been. Firstly
our trip to Kanangra Walls and Jenolan Caves was
postponed due to weather. With rain and snow
forecast in the area over the weekend of 10/11
September we decided to postpone (not a record
because we didn’t go! see last month’s TT).
National Parks had advised some issues and closures
with the Kowmung track (north of Dingo Dell) and
the cloud meant zero visibility at the ‘Walls’ – not
ideal for sightseeing or the Plateau Walk. We are
still arranging dates to reschedule but finding it
difficult due to the oncoming ‘busy’ period prior to
Christmas (there, I said the ‘C’ word).
I also had the opportunity to catch up with many
members and trainers at the recent Basic Driver
Training at Talooge. My ‘pearls’ of wisdom soon
faded among all of the other information being
jammed into heads. Following lunch, the dreaded
red cones and then onto the tracks to put new
information into practise. Does that bring back
memories? For those being trained I encourage you
to enrol and go on Club trips. The sooner the better
to ensure you continue to practise and develop your
4wdriving skills.

Many would be aware that our High Country
Hillbillies trip for next year’s Australia Day
Weekend has been very popular. Chris Nicholls
has kindly agreed to lead another High Country trip
over that period to allow people wanting to go and
opportunity to do so. Chris is also running a recce
before Christmas (said it again!) and that trip filled
straight away too! I am sure we will cater for
everyone wanting to go in January and we will be
writing to all enrolees soon.
We are a large club with many experienced Trip
Leaders. If this is you, please consider leading one
or two trips for the Club over the next year. You
will be helping to significantly increase our trips
and opportunities for all members. For those who
wish to lead a trip and have not done this before we
can help and support you to do this. Any member is
able to lead a Club trip as long as the trip is
approved by our Club’s Committee. If you are
interested, please talk to Richard Brand (our Trips
Coordinator) or myself – we would be happy to
help you.
Why lead a trip? Well there is less dust up front
and you get to go where you want to go! Club trips
are a great way to get to know other members and
share 4wdriving and camping experiences in our
fantastic environment. We are spoiled in this part
of the country with many interesting places to visit
and camp! We can help with suggestions for both
day or weekend trips to many locations. Leading
trips is another way to increase your skills,
particularly with trip planning, navigation and
leadership. Our club runs a Trip Leaders’ Seminar
for new trip leaders - usually on an annual basis or
subject to demand. Please let Richard know if you
are interested in attending this seminar. There is
also the Guide for New Trip Leaders on the website
as well as a lending library of books to help with
planning trips.

Talking about trips, we have seen a lot of our trips
filling up fast.
Many trips are again being
overbooked with waiting lists of reserves. On that
point, please advise Trip Leaders without delay if
your circumstances change and you need to
withdraw. This then gives more time for a reserve to
take your spot. You may have noticed some issues
with our website when trying to book onto trips. We are fast approaching the anniversary of our
Richard Brand has been working hard to resolve thirty-fifth year as a club. Wow, 1976 saw me as an
eighteen year old driving a HG Holden station
these issues so please be patient.
wagon (with mattress and curtains of course) up and
down coastal NSW surfing and camping on
Dan O’Hara and Michael Patrick are leading many beaches. Bet you could not camp in those places
of our trips in the calendar but we still need more. I now! Some other things of that year include:
have unfortunately not been in a position to lead as
many trips this year as I normally do but hope to
improve this.
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Taylor Torque
Greg Taylor








Malcolm Fraser was Australia’s Prime
Minister (1975 was an interesting year in
Australian politics!) – Sir John Kerr was still
Governor General.
Neville Wran Becomes NSW Premier
Cigarette and Tobacco advertising banned on
TV and Radio
Edward (Weary) Dunlop is announced as
Australian of the Year
Mining on Fraser Island ends.
Random Breath Testing introduced in Victoria

At the movies, Rocky won the Academy Award and
other movies of ’76 included ‘A Star is Born’, ‘Taxi
Driver’, ‘Carrie’ and ‘The Outlaw Josey Wales’ to
name a few. I won’t start on music of that year as
there is a lot! I think it was that year that I went and
saw the Doobie Brothers at the SCG.
Preparations for our reunion and celebration are
progressing well and it is also an opportunity to
reflect on our Club’s past to appreciate where we are
today. Jim Raleigh has undertaken to collect much
memorabilia and has managed to pull a large
collection of our mag Southern Trails together. I
think Jim initially started on this to fill in gaps in our
membership and training records but it has grown
significantly to provide many historical records.
Among these records is the very first Southern Trails
No 1 Jan. 1977, the Minutes of the first Club
meeting, a list of people attending the first outing
and a record of interview with Roy Worth our
founding President.

We have come so far but some things change very
little! You may have noticed that articles and
content of our magazine has been dwindling over
recent editions. I find the words from our 1977
extremely relevant - now more than ever!! Please
swamp Michael and the Publications Team with
your support!

Bloody Computers

Remember to drop in and say g’day at the ST4WDC
stand and display at the Home and Leisure,
Camping and 4WD Show on 21-23 October. Look
out for us down near the 4WD Track.
Finally, there have been several emails flying about
regarding the proposed changes to Vehicle
Standards Information (VSI) No. 50 (NSW). This is
in relation to the vehicle height modification rules
including tyre sizes and the potential impacts on
4wdriver’s modified vehicles.
The magazine
publisher, 4WD Action is also involved in emailing
people regarding this issue. With regard to the
4WD ACT and NSW Association’s involvement I
urge you to visit the Association website (http://
www.4wdnsw-act.asn.au) where you will find
relevant information on the forum.
Peter Fenwick (Association President and ST4WDC
member) has posted information on the forum. Our
Association is a member of the Consultative
Committee in discussion with the NSW Minister
and RTA on this topic. As Peter says, ACT
currently has regulations in place that are effectively
the equivalent of VSI 50. You will find these under
Vehicle Standards Bulletin (VSB) No 14.

Interestingly, the first Southern Trails editorial of our
first magazine is reflective of the messages I want to So, as a member of an associated club you are
entitled to use the Association’s forum resource to
pass on to you now. From our editor in 1977:
get more information and post your views too.
Alternatively, you can express your views directly
‘Southern Trails is your magazine and as such I to our association representatives by email or post –
would expect all members to give their support one addresses are on the Association website.
way or another. We have been successful in
obtaining support from well known business houses,
and I want to retain their support throughout the Greg.
year by producing a worthwhile result. I therefore
ask club members to submit interesting articles,
photographs, technical reports, trips away from our
area, recent 4WD holidays, items they wish to sell,
snippets of information, advertising or any other
worthwhile item.’
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~ WANTED ~
WE WANT YOU!!

4WD SPECTACULAR
11th and 12th February 2011
Where we showcase our club, promote safe and responsible
4WDing,
and also get to know the members of our club and other clubs.
Volunteer for the many jobs and put your name on a Roster.
All positions are rostered for an hour or so to suit you.

VOLUNTEER FOR
Manning entrances and collecting admission fees
Directing traffic to orderly parking
Catering - dinner for volunteers and exhibitors, refreshments for the workers
Garbage pickup - a back-of-truck trip around the grounds emptying bins
Manning the Club's display tent
Contributing to our display

DO IT NOW!!
Email: marjjones@rocketmail.com
or
Let Marj know at the next General meeting

IT'S HARD WORK, BUT IT'S HEAPS OF FUN!!
Come for a couple of hours, a day, the whole weekend. Camp on site and enjoy good company on
Friday and Saturday nights. (Showers are available and meals are provided for the workers both nights.)

This is a fun occasion with good company and an easy way for the less active of us to
contribute to the Club's activities.
This is a major event for our club that benefits us in terms of funds and membership.
In addition it raises lots of dollars for charities.
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ABN: 34 102 155 962
Peter and Catherine
0412 866 375
www.independenttrailers.com.au
Call us:
To hire a Tvan off road camper trailer
For a demonstration of the Tvan
To talk about buying a camper trailer
Local dealers for:
Track Trailer
Auspit (camping rotisserie perfect for the campfire)
Tanami pumps (transfer fuel from your jerry can to vehicle without effort)
Visit us at home in Chifley or see us at the following shows:
15-16 October Murrumbateman Field Days
21-23 October Canberra Home and Leisure Show, EPIC
29-30 October Garden and Outdoor Festival Wagga Wagga
4-6 November South Coast Caravan &Camping expo Batemans Bay

Telephone: (02) 6280 6416
Unit 1/68 –70 Kembla Street
Facsimile: (02) 6239 1606
PO Box 1113
Email: sales@wattscom.com.au
Fyshwick ACT 2609

We are a one stop communications shop providing GARMIN GPS and Navigational
equipment, Vehicle Tracking, UHF and AM CB radios, Marine VHF & UHF radios, HF
Radios, Commercial Two-Way radios, Hands Free Kits for mobile phones, sales and rentals of
Mobile and Satellite phones, HF, UHF and Commercial radios.
Our installation bay is fully equipped to undertake installations into all types of vehicles.
Our workshop has qualified technicians who undertake the repair of HF Radios, AM/UHF CB’s and
UHF/VHF Marine radios, commercial radios – mobile and hand held.
We are the sales and service agents for the following brands:
GARMIN, GME-ELETROPHONE, ICOM, KENWOOD, UNIDEN, MOTOROLA, SIMOCO, AND
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Battery Tips
Battery World South Canberra

Mark Roberts has provided our members with their Top 12 tips for maintaining your batteries:















Obtain the correct battery for your application.
Make sure under bonnet locations have batteries with the correct chemistry & the correct plastic case
to cope with heat.
Wet batteries must have fluid level maintained. Top up with distilled water for best results.
Keep battery tops clean and dry to prevent self discharge. Replace any corroded cables or terminals
immediately.
Deep cycle batteries must be fully charged with a suitable quality charger after use to fully complete
the charge cycle.
With deep cycle batteries, the bigger the better for the space you have.
Do not think flattening your deep cycle battery is good for it. You will get more cycles from your
battery if the cycles are shallow – ie: not more than 50% where possible.
Absorbed glass matt (AGM) batteries although being heavier & more expensive than wets, tend to be
more durable, have a higher cycle life & more available usable amp hours.
Stored or unused batteries must be kept above 12.4 volts to prevent sulphation with a maintenance or
storage charger.
Experience shows that vehicles with a “parasitic drain” (small ignition key-off discharge) due to
alarms or immobilisers, have battery problems long term if not driven very regularly or are not
connected to a maintenance charger.
When jump starting, the thicker the cables the better to prevent voltage drop. Connect pos. to pos.
first, then the last neg. connection must clamp onto a solid engine part. This prevents sparks (possible
ignition source) at the battery, & also helps to prevent spiking of vehicle electronics.
Deep cycle batteries may be used intermittently to jump start vehicles, although this is not there true
intended purpose.

Lipstick in Catholic School
According to a news report, a certain private Catholic school was recently faced with a unique
problem.
A number of 12-year-old girls were beginning to use lipstick and would put it on in the bathroom.
That was fine provided it was of a natural or neutral skin tone, but after they put on their lipstick they
would press their lips to the mirror leaving dozens of little lip prints. Every night the maintenance
man would remove them and the next day the girls would put them back.
Finally the Principal, Sister Mary, decided that something had to be done. She called all the girls to
the bathroom and met them there with the maintenance man.
She explained that all these lip prints were causing a major problem for the custodian who had to
clean the mirrors every night (you can just imagine the yawns from the little princesses).
To demonstrate how difficult it had been to clean the mirrors, Sister Mary asked the maintenance
man to show the girls how much effort was required.
He took out a long-handled squeegee, dipped it in the toilet, and cleaned the mirror with it.
Since then, there have been no lip prints on the mirror.
There are teachers..... And then there are educators!!!
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This year the Southern Tablelands 4WD
Club celebrates its 35th Birthday.
To mark this special occasion, current and past club members are
invited to join in the celebration at the Yarralumla Woolshed on
the evening of
5 November 2011.
We have engaged local band “no idea” for the entertainment,
nibbles, spit roast for dinner and organised some special deserts
Tickets are $47.50 per head and are on sale now.
Please let us know if you plan on coming by emailing:
membership@st4wdc.org
On contacting Kerry Lejsek 6161 7597 (ah) 0402 094 612
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ABOUT TRIPS
TRIP GRADING
For trips in the club’s calendar a grading system of levels 1 to 5 is used to assist members in deciding
which trips they would most enjoy and which grade suits the driver’s level of skill and experience. This
system of grading is a guide only. The grade assigned to a trip may change due to weather conditions, and
the trip leader should be consulted in such circumstances. The trip leader has the right to deny a request
from a driver who is considered not to have the necessary level of skill in 4Wdriving,or whose vehicle is
deemed inadequate.
*GRADE 1: very easy with little, if any 4wdriving involved; will usually consist of a scenic tour or a trip
to camp. No 4WD skills are needed.
*GRADE 2: a relatively moderate 4WD trip with winching and/or towing unlikely. Moderate level of
4WD skills needed, as well as completion of Basic Driver Education Course.
*GRADE 3: a medium 4WD trip which requires cautious driving; winching should not be required. Good
level of 4WD skills needed, as well as completion of Basic Driver Education
Course.
*GRADE 4: a moderately difficult 4WD trip with some winching and/or towing almost a certainty. High
level of 4WD skills needed, as well as completion of both the Basic and
Advanced Driver Education Courses.
*GRADE 5: an extremely difficult 4WD trip. Participants must be experienced at traveling over difficult
terrain. Winching and/or towing will definitely be required and participants must
have all their own recovery equipment. Skill levels the same as Grade 4.
DRIVER EXPERIENCE

Conditions on some trips at Grade 3 and above may prove too difficult for inexperienced drivers.
Please advise the trip leader of the level of skill, and vehicle equipment when signing up for such
a trip. Members must have attended the ‘Safe-One’ Basic Vehicle Operation Course before
driving on a Club trip above the Grade 1 level, unless they have satisfied the Club’s Education
Coordinator that they have the necessary experience.
TRIP PLANNING
If you are planning a Trip or Social Event for the Club contact the Club Trips Co-ordinator, preferably at
least two months in advance of your chosen dates. This will allow time to give your event a ‘good plug’ in
the Southern Trails, and it helps to avoid clashes with other people’s plans. However, if a good event
opportunity comes up at short notice our rules are sufficiently flexible to enable a quick approval. Club
policy requires that a Club event shall be publicised in the Club magazine, or at a General Meeting of the
Club, or on the Club’s website in order for it to be considered a formal Club event and so be covered for
the purposes of insurance, subsidies and so forth.
For a trip using tracks that are not public roads it is Club policy to confirm with the appropriate authorities
that access is permitted on the chosen dates. This includes National Parks, State Forests as well as private
property.

CB RADIOS
The Club strongly recommends that a UHF radio be carried to facilitate convoy procedures. UHF channel
14 is used as the standard channel for trips.
FIREARMS & PETS
Firearms are not permitted on club trips. Pets are not allowed in National Parks, otherwise refer to Trip
leader.
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
8 - 9 Oct

Remote First Aid Course

Trip Leader:

Jo Delaney

Email:

ijdelaney@iinet.net.au

Phone:

0423 223 045 (m)

Limit:

unlimited

Grade:

1

Start:

8:00 AM

Meeting Place:

Talooge Park

Description:

This is a 2 day training course to achieve the Remote First Aid Certificate, which includes the
Applied First Aid Certificate.

2011-006

The certificate offered is HLTFA301B "Apply First Aid", which is the nationally accredited
qualification normally required for a workplace first aider. This is sometimes referred to as
"Senior First Aid" by some organization's ... they are exactly the same.
We will also be offering a "Statement Of Participation" for the "remote" component. This is not
nationally accredited.
Comments:

The cost is $195 per person for the 2 day course (fee to be paid prior to the start of the course)

8 - 10 Oct

Saltwater Creek

Trip Leader:

Richard Brand

Email:

trips@st4wdc.org

Phone:

0418 568 358 (m)

Limit:

6 vehicles

Grade:

2

Start:

8:00 AM

Meeting Place:

Williamsdale

Fuel:

Full tank

Requirements:

Basic driver training, basic recovery gear, UHF, good tyres, well maintained and reliable vehicle
with good clearance, food water and cooking stove, bush saw/axe, supplies for happy hour

Description:

Saltwater Creek is an idyllic camping spot in the Ben Boyd National Park on the far south coast
of NSW. Sites are nestled under trees alongside a lagoon and a few metres from an ocean
beach. This trip is suitable for off-road trailers and canoes but not for pets. The trip down will
take in a supply stop for morning coffee at the Nimmitabel Bakery. Weather permitting, we will
drive up the 770m high Wolumla Peak for spectacular views of the coastline from Merimbula
and Pambula to Eden. We will camp in the same spot for two nights, giving ample time to
explore nearby Eden and Twofold Bay, visit the historic whaling remains and maybe the
restored bayside Seahorse Inn for a touch of sophistication. For the energetic, we will tackle
some of the Boyd’s Tower to Greencape Lighthouse coastal walk, doing a truck shuffle to avoid
having to walk both ways. Return will include the spectacular Snake Track. National Park fees
are payable.

2011-068
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
19 - 28 Oct

Meandering Mudgee and Mining Towns

Trip Leader:

Ian Flanagan

Email:

jfl37242@bigpond.net.au

Phone:

02 4872 1382 (h); 0448 864 558 (m)

Limit:

8 vehicles

Grade:

2

Start:

9:00 AM

Fuel:

Readily available throughout the trip

Requirements:

Basic Driver Training

Description:

A leisurely trip, staying two nights in Hill End, visiting Sofala on the way. Three nights at Mudgee
with trips into the surrounding district, to places such as The Drip, also there is the option of
visiting some of the wineries. Three nights at Dunns Swamp and a couple of nights at Newnes

Comments:

Camper Trailers Welcome

21 - 23 Oct

The Canberra Home Leisure Caravan 4WD and Camping
Show
2011-077

Trip Leader:

Greg Taylor

Email:

greg.j.taylor@bigpond.com

Phone:

02 6241 3547 (h); 0401 710 071 (m)

Limit:

30 people

Start:

9:00 AM

Description:

The Canberra Home Leisure Caravan 4WD and Camping Show is now into its 28th year and
attracts over 24,000 people over three days. The show is hosted by the Royal National Capital
Agricultural Society and will be at Exhibition Park In Canberra (EPIC).

2011-059

ST4WDC is exhibiting at the show this year and will have a stand near the Mallee Pavilion
opposite the 4wd Test Track. We will be promoting our Club objects of recreational four wheel
driving in all types of terrain and conditions, the development of four wheel driving skills and
techniques, the responsible use of four wheel drive vehicles and more.
This is an opportunity for us to show ourselves to potential new members and the public
generally.
If you can spare some time over the weekend to come and help out at our stand please contact
Greg.

22 - 23 Oct

Blue Waterholes

Trip Leader:

Dan O'Hara

Email:

ohara5@homemail.com.au

Phone:

02 6231 3872 (h); 0406 375 677 (m)

Limit:

8 vehicles
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2011-052

TRIPS AND EVENTS
Grade:

2

Start:

8:30 AM

Meeting Place:

Point Hut Crossing Car Park

Fuel:

Full tank

Maps:

Zone55 MGA ozf

Requirements:

Basic training, UHF radio, reliable vehicle, happy hour supplies, camping equipment.

Description:

Blue Waterholes is located in the Kosciuszko National Park and has excellent camping facilities. The
plan is to depart Point Hut crossing and head to the southern side of Namadgi National Park. We will
travel the Boboyan Road then to Adaminaby for morning tea via either Yaouk Rd or Bobeyan Rd.
From there we will head up the Snowy Mountain Highway and turn onto Tantangara Road. A stop at
Currango might be worthwhile before crossing Tantangara Reservoir via the Port Phillip Fire Trail (if
open - if submerged we will proceed back to the Snowy Mountains Hwy). We then go north along
Long Plain Rd until we turn onto Blue Waterholes Trail. We will have another stop at the 1905 rebuilt
Coolamine Homestead before setting up camp at Blue Waterholes.
There is a lot to see from Blue Waterholes and the caves that are abundant in this area. We will
depart Sunday after lunch and proceed via Long Plain and Broken Cart back to Canberra. At the
moment a part of Broken Cart and Barnetts Lane is closed (Dubbo Flats area) so this is a very easy
trip and off road camper trailers are welcome.

Comments:

This area is closed over winter until the long weekend in October. If we have a long winter the trip
may need to be rescheduled.

23 Oct

Brindabella Classic

Trip Leader:

tba

Email:

greg.j.taylor@bigpond.com

Phone:

02 6241 3547 (h); 0401 710 071 (m)

Limit:

8 vehicles

Grade:

2

Start:

8:30 AM

Meeting Place:

Uriarra Homestead

Fuel:

Full tank

Maps:

ACT Region (1/100 000) and 1/25 000 maps of Bobbys Plains, Couragago, Umburra and Cotter
Dam

Requirements:

Basic driver training, basic recovery gear, UHF radio, good tyres, well maintained and reliable
vehicle, morning tea and lunch. Camera, binoculars and a chair are also a good idea. Bow saw / axe
for track clearing if necessary.

Description:

This day trip is a great way for new members to explore Canberra's back yard or more experienced
members to also enjoy a day in the Brindabella mountains. We meet at Uriarra Homestead and then
head to Picadilly Circus following Brindabella/Tumut Road. Take Gentle Annie fire trail to Flea Creek
on the Goodradigbee River for morning tea. We will climb up Webbs Ridge to approximately 1200
metres and then on past the power lines to Waterfall fire trail. Dropping to the river again lunch will
be at Lowells Flat or McIntyres Hut. Backtrack to Waterfall fire trail then Foley FT and Doctors Flat
Rd and an afternoon stop at Pig Hill summit and finally air up and head for home

Comments:

There is a pit toilet at Flea Creek

2011-075
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
29 - 30 Oct

River Crossing and Sand Driving

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Phone:

02 6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Limit:

20 vehicles

Start:

8:00 AM

Description:

This is the Club's annual training course covering river crossings and sand driving. You must
phone Peter to book this event.

30 Oct

New Member's Picnic

Trip Leader:

Richard Brand

Email:

trips@st4wdc.org

Phone:

0418 568 358 (m)

Limit:

20 vehicles

Grade:

1

Start:

9:00 AM

Meeting Place:

McDonalds Car Park Queanbeyan

Fuel:

Full at start

Requirements:

UHF radios if possible - a few handhelds will be available for those without.

Description:

A leisurely day visiting the Tallaganda area, including the historic Lowden Park logging camp with
its working water wheel, steam-age relics and short forest walks. The Club will provide some
barbeque fare for lunch.

Comments:

This is an excellent trip for new members including particularly those who have not yet completed
their driver training. Bring you own morning and afternoon tea, and salads for lunch. There is a
toilet at Lowden Park.

5 - 6 Nov

ST4WDC 35th Anniversary Event

Trip Leader:

Kerry and Rob Lejsek, Rick and Wendy Holland

Email:

lejsek@grapevine.com.au

Phone:

02 6161 7597 (h)

Limit:

unlimited

Start:

7:00 PM

Description:

This year the Southern Tablelands 4WD Club celebrates its 35th Birthday.

2011-020

2011-074

2011-031

To mark this special occasion, current and past club members are invited to join in the celebration
at the Yarralumla Woolshed on the evening of 5 November 2011.
We have engaged local band “no idea” for the entertainment, nibbles, spit roast for dinner and
organised some special deserts. So save the date, tickets at $47.50 per head will be on sale at the
ST4WDC August general meeting.
Enquiries may be directed to Kerry Lejsek 6161 7597 (ah) 0402 094 612 or
membership@st4wdc.org
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
6 Nov

Morning after Barbeque

Trip Leader:

Richard Brand

Email:

trips@st4wdc.org

Phone:

0418 568 358 (m)

Limit:

unlimited

Start:

11:00 AM

Meeting Place:

Macdermott Place, Lake Ginnindera

Requirements:

byo drinks

Description:

Following the 35th Anniversary event, the Club is throwing a lunchtime barbeque. The location is a
great barbeque spot on the shore of Lake Ginnindera, with plenty of grass and shade trees. There
is a swimming beach and a nearby launching spot for un-powered boats, plus a bicycle track well
away from public roads. A kids playground is nearby.

Comments:

Please book on the website to help us with catering numbers. To get to the venue from Ginnindera
Drive, turn into Coulter Drive and take the first left on to Joynton Smith Drive. Then first left again
on to Macdermott Place. We will be past the end of the road - look out for the ST4WDC sign!

11 - 13 Nov

“Safe One” Basic Driver Training at Talooge Park

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Phone:

02 6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Limit:

20 people

Start:

7:00 PM

Meeting Place:

Bredbo Service Station

Description:

This is the Club’s official and accredited basic driver education course.

Comments:

You must phone Peter to book this event

13 Nov

Misty Mountain and No Name Mountain Trails

Trip Leader:

Dan O'Hara

Email:

ohara5@homemail.com.au

Phone:

02 6231 3872 (h); 0406 375 677 (m)

Limit:

8 vehicles

Grade:

2

Start:

9:30 AM

Meeting Place:

Braidwood, corner Main Street and Coast Road

Fuel:

Full tank. Supplies can be obtained from Braidwood of course.

Maps:

The best ones are South Coast Forest Map or the draft Fire Management Strategy map for Monga
National Park. If you wish to practice your OziExplorer mapping skills with more detailed maps
then the main 1:25,000 maps are: Monga (8826 1N), Currowan (8926 4N), Araluen (8826 1S),
Burrembela (8826 2N), Mogo (8926 4S) and Nelligen (8926 4S).

2011-065

2011-016

2011-071
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
Requirements:

Basic driver training, recovery gear, a car in good nick with good tyres, lunch, snacks (and
probably a volunteer to get wet).

Description:

We start off from Braidwood at 9:30am. After travelling through Araluen we will head into the wilds
to Wandera Trig. After a couple of photo opportunities we head up to No Name Mountain Firetrail very scenic and with steep shaley climbs and a couple of water crossings - then onto Misty
Mountain Road. We will eventually hit the Kings Hwy and return to Braidwood for a cuppa.

Comments:

Be prepared for water crossings. We may need to backtrack if the Buckenbowra River is too deep
near the Corn Trail on the edge of Monga NP. No man-made loos along the way. We will have
lunch somewhere scenic.

20 Nov

“Safe One” Basic Driver Training Course Follow-up Day
2011-017

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Phone:

02 6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Limit:

20 people

Start:

8:00 AM

Description:

This is day three of the basic driver education course and MUST be attended before participating
on any Club trips where the proposed route is expected to be at Grade 2 or above

26 - 27 Nov

Club Christmas Mystery Event

Trip Leader:

Richard Brand

Email:

trips@st4wdc.org

Phone:

0418 568 358 (m)

Limit:

unlimited

Grade:

1

Start:

8:30 AM

Requirements:

Bring an innovative, preferably funny, wrapped present valued under $15 for the Gift Grab. Bring a
secret wrapped present for each child in your party. Bring your own catering including happy hour
supplies and a (labelled so we know what we are eating) pot luck main dish for sharing.

Description:

This year, you told us you wanted an overnight event with a decent four wheel drive experience
thrown in, and this will be it! Two packed days of fun for children and adults alike. We will be close
to water so bring swimmers, old tyre tubes or canoes. Kids games will be followed by games for
kids-at-heart. Santa will visit, there will be the now-traditional Gift Grab, then a communal pot luck
dinner following happy hour. Best table decoration, club-provided desserts and camp-fire
comaraderie take us through to the morning after. Not to be missed.

Comments:

Please register early to help with catering numbers and convoy organisation
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
11 Dec

Winching and Recovery Exercise

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Phone:

02 6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Limit:

12 people

Start:

8:30 AM

Meeting Place:

Casuarina Sands

Requirements:

Basic driver training, vehicle with electric winch or hand winch, full recovery kit

Description:

Winches are great if they are working and you know how to use them. This training day will help
on both counts.

Comments:

You must phone Peter to book this event

11 Dec

Brindabella Classic

Trip Leader:

Michael Patrick

Email:

michael.patrick2@bigpond.com

Phone:

0412 377 941 (m)

Limit:

8 vehicles

Grade:

2

Start:

8:30 AM

Meeting Place:

Uriarra Homestead

Fuel:

Full tank

Maps:

ACT Region (1/100 000) and 1/25 000 maps of Bobbys Plains, Couragago, Umburra and Cotter
Dam

Requirements:

Basic driver training, basic recovery gear, UHF radio, good tyres, well maintained and reliable
vehicle, morning tea and lunch. Camera, binoculars and a chair are also a good idea. Bow saw /
axe for track clearing if necessary.

Description:

This day trip is a great way for new members to explore Canberra's back yard or more experienced
members to also enjoy a day in the Brindabella mountains. We meet at Uriarra Homestead and
then head to Picadilly Circus following Brindabella/Tumut Road. Take Gentle Annie fire trail to Flea
Creek on the Goodradigbee River for morning tea. We will climb up Webbs Ridge to approximately
1200 metres and then on past the power lines to Waterfall fire trail. Dropping to the river again
lunch will be at Lowells Flat or McIntyres Hut. Backtrack to Waterfall fire trail then Foley FT and
Doctors Flat Rd and an afternoon stop at Pig Hill summit and finally air up and head for home

Comments:

There is a pit toilet at Flea Creek

14 - 18 Dec

Vic Alps recce

Trip Leader:

Chris & Julie Nicholls

Email:

calypso1@gmail.com

Phone:

02 6291 0849 (h)

Limit:

7 vehicles

2011-019

2011-076

2011-073
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
Grade:

3

Start:

8:30 AM

Requirements:

4wd with good ground clearance and low-range capability, all-terrain tyres with good tread, basic
recovery gear and recovery points front and rear, air compressor, UHF CB, self-sufficiency in food
and water for several days, hot/cold/wet-weather camping gear and clothing, 400km fuel range
including some low-range work.

Description:

I'd like to use this trip to recce a few tracks and campsites that I'll be using in later trips, and also to
revisit some old haunts that I haven't visited for some time. I think the time - two weeks before
Christmas - should give us good weather and a quiet time in the mountains with fewer people
about. This is mainly a touring trip with a few serious 4wd sections thrown in to keep us on our
toes. Pub lunches are a distinct possibility.

Comments:

Because this is basically a recce trip the route will be flexible in response to weather, whimsy and
the pace the party feels like maintaining. I have an outline route that includes Paddy River Dam
(west of Talbingo Pondage), Nariel Valley, Buenba Flat, Omeo, Swifts Creek, Moscow Villa, and
Davies Plain. The serious 4wd sections include the RWAP and Pheasant Creek tracks, the Garron
Point Track through Hells Gate, and the Mt Misery trail and Davies Plain.

17 - 18 Dec

Yarrangobilly to Cotter Dam

Trip Leader:

Shirley Conn

Email:

ConnFamily1@optusnet.com.au; shirley.Conn@dadhc.NSW.Gov.au

Phone:

02 6238 2622 (h); 02 6128 9200 (w); 0414 382 622 (m)

Limit:

8 vehicles

Grade:

2

Start:

8:00 AM

Meeting Place:

Bredbo Service Station

Fuel:

Top up with fuel in Cooma prior to travelling along the Snowy Mountains Highway towards
Talbingo

Maps:

LPI map Snowy Kosciuszko Map

Requirements:

all food, fuel, full recovery gear vehicle in good working order, Basic Driver training

Description:

This trek will tke you through the northern section of Kosciuszko National Park, past the Snowy
Mountains Hydro Electric Scheme's Tantangara Dam. We'll head north towards Blue Waterholes
Trail. We will camp in this vacinity. On day 2 we'll leave the National Park and head towards Wee
Jasper via Boundary Road, Barnetts Road before meeting the Wee Jasper - Brindabelle Rd and
conclude at the Cotter Dam.

Comments:

Route is classed as easy. Route conditions to be checked prior to trip. A number of original
graziers huts and homesteads remain. The homestead complex at Currango and Coolamine have
been carefully restored. There are limestone caves to be explored at Blue Waterholes.
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“SAFE ONE” BASIC 4WD
VEHICLE OPERATION COURSE
The Southern Tablelands Four Wheel Drive Club conducts two-day weekend
Driver Training exercises, with Follow-up Days on the Sundays, 1 week later.

Purpose:
To introduce new & old club members to vehicle equipment, daily maintenance, recovery techniques &
equipment, and in particular teach them the skills necessary to safely operate their 4WD in a variety of
terrains.

Meeting Time/Place:
Service Station in Bredbo (right hand side of highway) no later than 7.00pm on the Friday evening
preceding the course.

The Club’s Education Coordinator is Peter Reynolds,
Tel (h) 6251-1258 or (m) 0428 623-458.
PLEASE BOOK

A PLACE ON ONE OF THESE COURSES WELL IN ADVANCE AND ALSO RING
WEEK BEFORE THE COURSE TO CONFIRM ATTENDANCE !
IF YOU DON’T, YOU WILL LOSE YOUR PLACE ON THE COURSE

PETER ONE

ONLY ONE DRIVER PER VEHICLE PER COURSE, THOUGH A SUPPORT CREW IS WELCOME.
COURSES FOR 2011 WILL BE HELD ON
17-18 SEPTEMBER
12-13 NOVEMBER

WITH FOLLOW-UP ON
WITH FOLLOW-UP ON

25 SEPTEMBER
20 NOVEMBER

WHAT TO BRING
Yourself & family and a 4WD in good mechanical condition
Camping gear for overnight stay
Food and Cooking gear for 2 days
Chairs to sit on in lessons and around the fire
Recovery gear, if you have it, but not essential
Garbage bags for all your rubbish to take home
Notebook & pen
Camera
A full tank of fuel
Torch
Drinking water.
UHF Radio, vehicle mounted (optional – talk to Peter Reynolds)
Front and Rear Recovery Points preferred.
There is a large First Aid Kit at Talooge. Also a large gas BBQ
PLEASE DO NOT BRING PETS OR FIREARMS.
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
26 - 29 Jan

High Country Hillbillies 2012

Trip Leader:

Greg and Vickie Taylor

Email:

greg.j.taylor@bigpond.com

Phone:

02 6241 3547 (h); 0401 710 071 (m)

Limit:

30 vehicles

Grade:

3

Start:

8:00 AM

Meeting Place:

Williamsdale

Fuel:

Top up at Jindabyne for winter diesel mix. Discuss with Trip Leader if you have little capacity as
you may need to carry additional fuel. Can also top up at Seldom Seen, Gelantipy, Delegate or
Bombala.

Maps:

Hema High Country Victoria Eastern Sheet 1:200,000. Various 1:25,000 maps.

Requirements:

Basic driver training, basic recovery gear, UHF, good tyres, well maintained and reliable vehicle
with good clearance, blind for water crossings, food water and cooking stove, bush saw/axe, tyre
chains if you have them, supplies for happy hour and pot luck dinner.

Description:

South to Jindabyne for a top up with winter mix fuel, then across the Murray River at Tom Groggin.
We will head up to Mt Pinnibar, Mt Anderson, Mt Gibbo and camp overnight at Buenba Flat and
have a happy hour to celebrate Australia Day! Buckwong Hut, Limestone Rd/Black Mountain Rd to
Little River Junction or McKillop Bridge for our second camp. Then the Deddick Fire Trail to
Waratah Flat for our third camp and a pot luck dinner. We will wander through Delegate and the
Delegate River Tunnel then Bombala and home.

Comments:

This is the plan but may deviate due to weather or track conditions. There are some toilets on this
route and in most of the camping areas but cannot be guaranteed. So, dont forget your shovel,
toilet paper and a big smile.

11 - 12 Feb

4WD Spectacular and Camping Show

Email:

marjorie.jones@det.nsw.edu.au

Phone:

0427 284 236 (m)

Limit:

unlimited

Start:

12:00 AM

Meeting Place:

Queanbeyan Showground

Description:

This Show is run every two years by ST4WD, Landrover and the ACT Clubs. This is our major biannual event for our Club. Put these dates in your diary now! The Club needs lots of help before
and particularly during the Show where we need people to staff our Club tent, talk to visitors, help
with parking control, work on the test track and be of general assistance in many other ways.
There will be at least 120 commercial stands which will offer significant discounts on their products.
There is also no better way in Australia to try out new 4WDs. Be there to help YOUR Club and
enjoy the benefits and bargains while contributing to charties.

2012-002

2012-003

Do not get out of your vehicle and
never feed the natives as they can get
restless
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
10 - 17 Mar

Vic High Mountain Country

Trip Leader:

Michael Patrick

Email:

michael.patrick2@bigpond.com

Phone:

0412 377 941 (m)

Limit:

12 vehicles

Grade:

3

Start:

8:00 AM

Meeting Place:

National Dinosaur Museum, Barton Highway

Fuel:

Full tank at start

Maps:

NSW South, Hema Victoria East Gippsland, Hema High Country Victoria West

Requirements:

Basic driver training, basic recovery gear, UHF radio, good tyres, well maintained and reliable
vehicle which should have good ground clearance (vehicles that have standard suspension will
require approval by the trip leader), camping gear including gas stove for cooking (possible fire
restriction could be enforce), food and water to last 4 days. Bow saw/axe for track clearing (chain
saw if you have one), and a blind/tarp for water crossing. If you have tyre chains bring them along.
Fuel to cover 400kms in low range.

Description:

Travel via Hume Highway to Bright and camp over night. From there will will make our way to
Dargo and camp. We will then travel the numerous tracks around this area ie. Haunted Stream,
Billy Goat and the Infamous Franks Track. We will also explore the Grant Historic Mining area.
Return trip will be via Omeo and Tumut. This is a flexible trip due to the nature of the Victorian High
Country so each day's proposed plans may change.

Comments:

This trip will encounter steep mountain trails and long deep descents into valleys. There will be
quite a few water crossings at varying depths (blinds may be required). The mountain environment
can change at any time so be prepared for hot and possibly cold extreme conditions. Camping will
be at differerent sites. Long drops are available at all camp sites but not showers. Hot showers will
be available at Dargo and Swifts Creek. There is a definite possibility that some vehicle recoveries
may be required
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Cold at Bendethera Caves
13-14 August

Michael Patrick
Jamie Ericson & Vanessa
Steve Smith & Mayumi Smith
Ryka Moore
Chris Nicholls & Julie
Jim Anderson & Jane
Glen Watts
David Evans-Smith & Sue
Neil Ellison
Sabine Meyer
Alex de la Mare & Nicole Nijskens
Gary Chapman & Judith Wilton
Senerath Wijeratne & Waruni

Nicole Nijskens and Alex de la Mare

Trip Leader
Kia Sportage
Pajero
Prado
GQ Patrol
Rodeo
100 Series
Prado
GU Patrol
Suzuki
Jeep
80 Series
Pathfinder

We kicked off from the Queanbeyan Macca's at the almost
respectable time of 8:30, 13 cars worth of brave souls ready to
battle the cold.
Most of the drive to the obligatory fuel (ie: pie) stop at
Braidwood was spent in a cloud… with a few spots of brilliant
sunshine which had us feeling quite excited about what was to
come.
The drive from Braidwood to Araluen and then onwards down
Araluen road has always been a favourite of ours. This time,
several confused cows lead the convoy for a while as they had
nowhere else to run for a good stretch of the road.
Airing down and morno's at the Dry Creek, it was soon time
to hit the creek; "The depth should only be about axle deep,"
said Michael, "nothing to worry about". The water was quite
murky, and as Michael forded his way across the rest of us
held our breaths as the water reached the door handles of his
Prado. Once on the other side a calm Michael proclaimed
"Guys, that was a little deeper than expected.
Blinds on if you're got them".

Two more uneventful crossings later across the
pleasant Deua river, we were finally at the campsite.
It didn't take long for everyone to set up and settle in
for happy hour and a night around the fire. As it
turned out, it wasn't anywhere near as cold as
expected.
After a slow morning, we packed up and headed up
the valley to check out the old bakery for morning
tea before crossing back over the river ready to head
up Dampier Mountain F/T. But Jim's clutch gave
out, the only casualty of the trip, the crossing a
likely culprit. He made it up the mountain stuck in
third, but when he got to the top the clutch started
working again. But this did not last and the clutch
started failing soon after.
A stop for lunch at the final crossing just before
Snowball road, we were forced to turn around as the
spot Michael had picked for lunch on the other side
was already occupied by group of CORE 4x4ers. It
must have looked quite funny as our convoy drove
up to the crossing and turned around, no doubt they
all had a good laugh about that.
The convoy split up at Snowball road, northerners
heading north and the rest of us heading down to
Slap Up F/T and home via Michelago.
All in all it was a wonderful trip, great camping,
great driving and great company. Many thanks to
Michael for leading it! We're looking forward to the
same trip next year!

Sabine was second; her first river crossing in her Grand Vitara
was great. Blind secured, she showed that river who was boss,
though 2/3rds of the way across the rear started floating
downstream causing most to bite their lips. Thankfully the
front wheels grabbed hold and pulled her to victory! Everyone
else also made it through courageously. Our Jeep "Bean"
definitely glad it got a new Snorkel a few days earlier, as the
water was over the bonnet.
The drive along Merricumbene F/T was pleasant, with one
stop where a few of us decided to air down a touch further
after some traction troubles further ahead. There's some nice
steep hills on that track, though (somewhat disappointingly) it
had apparently been graded since the same trip last year - we
can't wait for it to degrade a little for some more exciting bits.
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Monga Meandering
17 July

Dan O’Hara
Alister Nairn & Brigitte
Peter Ogilvie & Rosaria
Dean Parham
Sabine Meyer
Robert Moore & Carol
Geoff Farrugia & Judy
David O'Connor & Teena
Jim Anderson &Jane

Sabine Myer

Trip Leader
Pajero
60 Series
Navarra
Suzuki
Prado
Patrol
Prado
Rodeo

The travel brochure promised a mostly easy trip with a
few steep bits and a little water to cross. The forest
and views were promised to be highlights. Trip route
was to be down Araluen Road onto Reidsdale Road.
After turning off onto Granite Bluff Road, following a
circuit along Macquarie Road, Milo Road past
Penance Grove we would be arriving at our lunch stop
at Mongarlowe River (yes, there would be toilets etc.).
After lunch the trip would continue along River Forest
Road, turning left to traverse the old Araluen Road
and joining up with Monga Lane before returning
home via Majors Creek Mountain Road and Wallace’s
Gap.
Well, the itinerary said to meet at 10.30am at
Braidwood so one could have morning tea before
hand. As it turned out my morning teatime turned into
a hunt for my CB aerial, which I realized I didn’t have
shortly after taking off.
Granted, I’d just returned from a month long trip to
Europe and I wasn’t quite in the 4WD mode yet.
Unfortunately, I had decided to find a new storage
space for this elusive piece of equipment and it took
me a while to remember where that was.
We aired down once we hit gravel and followed
Macquarie Road which was very recently graded and
proved to the super highway of fire trails, except the
rather large roll overs every couple of hundred of
meters. We scaled at least a dozen of them, which was
great fun. Dan told us that the distance we covered in
10 minute had taken him and Anne over 20 minutes on
a recent recce, before the grader came through.
Once we scaled all the rollovers we drove along
Cutters Lane that we thought should be rename to
Stick Pickup Road. Two vehicles in particular seemed
to had perfected the task of collecting sticks and
someone in the convoy had to stop every 5 or so to
remove a stick that got caught under the vehicle and
one participant who shall remain nameless said that he
thought his truck was a chick magnet but clearly had
to rename it to stick magnet

Someone made the suggestion to back the
vehicle up a bit to see if it would dislodge the
offending vegetation and it worked in most
cases, saving quite a bit of exercise.
It had been sprinkling for about 20 minutes but
luckily by the time we got to our lunch spot it
had stopped again. Lunch was had in a lovely
spot near Mongarlow River. We decided that
we should go and take a short stroll down to the
river before settling down for our picnic lunch.
NP has recently installed picnic tables, bbqs and
toilets (as promised).
After lunch we headed back via the Old Araluen
Road and aired up at Reidesdale Road. We
stopped at Clarkes Lookout to admire the view
into the valley and take some photos before
stopping for afternoon tea at Captains’ Flat
where Anne treated us with her wonderful
homemade Anzac biscuits.
There were a total of 6 vehicles, which is the
smallest group I’ve travelled in so far. It was a
treat to see both the leader and Charlie at the
same time without getting information from the
leader 15 minutes before I’d actually see what
he was describing.
It was clear from the start that Dan had put a lot
of effort into planning this trip. He not only
researched the route but also the history of the
places we drove through and the vegetation for
which Monga National Park is famous for,
namely the ancient plum woods. I’m not sure if
anybody actually knew what they look like but
we agreed that they must be the biggest trees in
the forest.
It was a very nice way to spend a Sunday. I
appreciated that I didn’t have to be at the
gathering point by 8am (I’m still used to Basic
Driver Training schedule) and while one misses
out on happy hour on a day trip it is nice not
having to set up camp and cook dinner over a
small camp stove in the freezing cold.
I can recommend day trips in winter and hope
that they will become a regular feature on our
trip calendar. I dare say it is easier for many
people to get away for one day rather than a
whole weekend and we got to do plenty of off
road driving.
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Tonka Truck (GU Patrol) Gets a GVM Increase
Greg Taylor
GVM or Gross Vehicle Mass is the total weight of
your vehicle including fuel, passenger and luggage
load.
Tare mass is your vehicle without load or fuel
(empty).
Unladen mass is the vehicle’s Tare mass plus fuel.

A trip to the tip did have me wondering about
Tonka’s GVM. I noticed figures on the
weighbridge well over 3,000 kgs. Perhaps this
was a bit of an indication that I may have a GVM
problem. You would think that the fact most of
the accessories are made of steel would be a clue
(doh!).

Over Tonka’s six years of being our family tourer,
trailer tow vehicle and daily driver a bit has been
added in the way of accessories. Actually, a lot has
been added to improve our four wheel driving and
touring. Many of these ‘bolt on’ additions also added
significant weight. These include: long range fuel
tanks, water tank, bull bar, side rails, electric winch,
roof rack, roof top tent and a spare wheel/jerry can
carrier. Then there is the drawer system and fridge,
food, stove, radios, snow chains, tools, Bead Breaker
tyre repair kit, table, chairs and so the list goes on.
No wonder poor Tonka was getting overweight.

These changes to our truck were made over a
period of almost five years. Because the changes
were incremental it took a while for me to start
actually thinking about the weight impacts of the
changes. For example, the extra fuel capacity and
water tank added a lazy 100kgs weight to our
truck – this does not include the weight of the long
range sub tank or spare wheel and jerry can holder
though! 100kg is just the weight of the additional
fluids.

What does overweight mean for a truck? Well, it is
exceeding its GVM which is the total allowable mass
for legal operation of the vehicle on the road. If you
want to check your vehicle’s specified GVM you will
find it listed in your Vehicle Owner’s Handbook and
it is also stamped on your vehicle’s Compliance Plate
that will be attached to your fire wall under the
bonnet. Next, you can visit any of the ACT
Government’s rubbish tips and weigh your vehicle on
the weighbridge. There is no charge for weighing
your vehicle unless you ask for a weighbridge
certificate. In that case it will cost $21 for the
certificate.

These were necessities that had to be included for
long distance travel and camping. Then there is
the additional water or fuel that may go on the
roof rack for a remote desert trip. Canning Stock
Route comes to mind when you would need to
carry more of these essentials. However, this
extra weight is reduced fairly quickly as you
would certainly be getting the fuel off the roof by
topping up your tanks often. This gets the weight
back down low where it should be carried too. I
don’t think you will find any authorities on the
Canning checking your GVM but you have to be
careful just the same as an overloaded vehicle can
break vital things when you need them most.
Shocks can fail and springs or even roof rack
mounts break!

Better still, before your next big trip or even weekend
away load your vehicle for the trip including full fuel
and water tanks. Then weigh it on the weighbridge.
Now check it with your vehicle’s specified GVM – I
hope you are not over!
So what, you say if your vehicle may be a tad over its
GVM? Well, if your vehicle is involved in a traffic
mishap then it may be deemed unroadworthy. In the
extreme circumstance your insurance company may
refuse any payout. I have not heard of this happening
- yet. But, I have been told insurance companies have
referred vehicles involved in an accident for
engineering checks before they pay the claim. There
is also the potential for the roads authorities (in any
state) to target modified 4wd trucks for compliance
with regulations.
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I asked many people including accessory suppliers
about GVM and no one really could tell me much
about it. No one seemed to know if anyone had
increased GVM on a truck and there were others
whose advice was “better not to ask the question”!
In short, I found it hard to get any meaningful
information on what was necessary to upgrade or
increase GVM. There was information on 4wd
forums but none of which really related to the
ACT experience. So, on looking at Vehicle
Standards Bulletin (VSB) No. 14 and the
information available from ACT TAMs on Light
Vehicle Modification in the ACT, I thought it time
to get an engineer to help our GVM problem.

Tonka Truck (GU Patrol) Gets a GVM Increase
Greg Taylor
The information from TAMs also included a list of
engineers who ‘…are acceptable to Road User
Services (RUS).’ One engineer was in Sydney,
another VIC, yet another QLD and of the last three,
their locations were Deakin, Mitchell and
Queanbeyan. I initially took Tonka to Ray Spence at
Mitchell (Canberra Motor Works) as he was the
closest to me. However, I did have a discussion with
Mario Larocca (Marloc Engineering Queanbeyan)
too.

Tonka also came out of Mr Nissan’s factory as a
seven seat vehicle. According to Australian
Standard criteria allowance is made of 68 kgs per
seating position for a passenger and 13 kg per
passenger seating position for luggage. So
(68+13) x 7 = 567kgs.

I have also talked with one of the manufacturer’s of
most of my gear – ARB. If our vehicle was new
before initial registration then ARB can supply their
DOTAR approval for a GVM upgrade with their
suspension upgrade kit. They would supply the
amended compliance plate without the need for a
separate engineer’s certificate. If the vehicle is
already registered then you will need an engineer’s
certificate to increase GVM. In this case, engineers
can contact them to get information on the ARB/ Old
Man Emu springs and shocks in use and information
on the DOTAR approval. But, you still need to
engage an engineer to certify the modifications to
your vehicle for the roads authorities.

Really, even without the factory fitted bull bar or
tow bar when I picked up Tonka, if I had filled
seven seats with people and put in luggage I
would have been likely to go over GVM. Not to
mention that our first trip across Australia as a
family included six of us and a trailer with a roof
rack jam packed!

Unfortunately, most of us are totally unaware of this
situation when buying a new vehicle. But if you are
contemplating a new 4wd that you are likely to
modify with a new suspension then do your
homework and seek increased GVM before it is first
registered. You will save money this way.
On initial inspection, Ray discovered that Tonka was
in fine condition including all accessories, the lift was
within specification but Tonka exceeded its GVM
(insert expletive here!).
As it came out of Mr Nissan’s factory in Japan,
Tonka had the following statistics:
GVM
3080 kg
Tare Mass
2485 kg
Unladen Mass
2612 kg
(Difference between Tare and Unladen is the
allowance for fuel of 127 kgs which was the standard
fuel tanks – main and sub that came fitted).
So, the difference between GVM and Unladen Mass
is (3080-2612) = 468 kgs. This represents total
loading capacity of passengers and luggage up to our
allowable GVM.

So, technically, from the day that Tonka
immigrated to Australia from Japan it was
overweight by some 99 kgs!

We modified our truck’s suspension when it was
still ‘new’ as we were advised that the standard
springs and shocks would fail on a prolonged trip
around Australia. “Under warranty” I said but
then my advisors mentioned good luck finding a
dealer to fix suspension under warranty in remote
parts of WA! This modification also gave the
truck a bit of lift which we know is very helpful
when driving off road. Many of the other
accessories we have are either for vehicle
protection off road or to better cater for our
touring and camping lifestyle.
In my discussions with Ray Spence before
actually going ahead to increase GVM, we talked
about alternatives. For example, are there other
four wheel drive vehicles that do not have this
problem? We discussed many popular brands
and options including tray-back four wheel drives
even Toyotas and Land Rovers (Ray does seem
to specialise in the latter). He advised me that
many of these also have GVM problems.
Particularly once we 4wdrivers start adding the
popular accessories to lift, protect and carry more
camping gear.
For example, Landcruiser 100 series have a
marginally larger GVM (approx 3200kg) than our
Nissan but this soon evaporates when adding all
of the accessories mentioned. I am told the 200
series owners are in a worse position with little
room to add anything without exceeding its
GVM.
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Tonka Truck (GU Patrol) Gets a GVM Increase
Greg Taylor
This was also a surprise outcome to me as I
would have considered changing vehicles if that
was an option. Still, the engineering cost is likely
the cheaper option than changing vehicles with all
the associated costs that entails. Not to mention
building up another truck for our needs!

Be confident that modifications made were safe
for my family tourer.
Ensure that Tonka is compliant and street legal
(mainly for insurance purposes but also I did not
want my vehicle to be defected at any time by the
authorities)

So the ‘GVM’ increase project was on and it took
several visits to Ray’s where he conducted testing
on the vehicle and sought specifications on
different parts. For example, the axle housings/
assemblies have to be load tested to ensure they
will cater with extra weight. All items related to
load bearing need to have specifications identified
and tested where necessary. Tonka’s rear wheel
bearings are rated to almost 8 ton! So the vehicle
originally has some significant over-engineering
for the load it has been specified to carry.

With Ray’s help I believe we have achieved all
three.
I was reasonably confident that the
modifications were safe and appropriate as we
were not constantly breaking suspension parts or
CV joints etc.

One important point is that the more information
you can personally source and provide to an
engineer on the accessories (specifications
including manufacturer’s stated load bearing
capacities, etc) the cheaper it will be for you in
the long run.
Braking performance, sway testing, chassis
torsion and beaming test, load distribution
between front and rear axles and various
combinations of both were tested. There is a lot
of work involved and fortunately, some
information was already available from previous
tests and could be used in the engineering report.
There lays another rub. Engineers build up
intellectual property from their work that for
professional and commercial reasons this
knowledge
is
not
shared
universally.
Additionally, not all makes and models of
vehicles either come out of the same factory or
have been built with identical components. This
complicates the situation further as one vehicle’s
testing may not satisfactorily apply to another
vehicle of the same make and model.
I started this with three things in mind:
Increase GVM (a must if we were to keep the
vehicle as it is).
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In satisfying each of these three objectives there
were no further modifications necessary to
achieve any of them. As it stood, Tonka was able
to meet all three once the paperwork
(certification) was completed. So, largely this
was a paper exercise but necessary just the same.
Although engineer testing was still necessary to
determine nothing more was needed!
It was not a cheap exercise but I try and
rationalise the cost with comparable examples of
accessories we have bought to better enjoy what
we do. This was I believe a necessary evil.
Again, changing vehicles would likely cost more
and I may still need to go through an engineering
exercise if I do similar modifications or buy any
accessories.

Tonka Truck (GU Patrol) Gets a GVM Increase
Greg Taylor
Costs were:

A few tips if you are thinking of a GVM upgrade:

Engineering
$ 2888.16
(10 hours @ $250ph and includes weighbridge
costs $97, photos $18.20 and of course GST)

A GVM upgrade on vehicle is easier and cheaper if
it is done prior to initial registration, that is, a new
vehicle before it is registered.
Talk to several engineers and discuss what is
needed and estimates of likely costs. If an
engineer has already done this work on a vehicle
similar to yours previously then there will possibly
be less testing to perform.
Talk with manufacturers of accessories and
suspension components. They may have technical
information or pre-approvals from roads
authorities for their goods. This may help your
engineer and reduce costs to you.
Gather as much information as you can on your
vehicle and its accessories. You doing this means
you are not paying for an engineer’s time to do it.
An alternative may be to tow a camper trailer.
This can help enormously to spread load over
another axle. But, it also introduces more to
consider including the tow ball load and suitability
for planned destinations etc. But as mentioned, if
like mine your vehicle may be technically over
GVM if you put any accessory on it so towing a
trailer may not help!
Some manufacturers of suspension systems have
package deals including engineering certification
with the purchase of the complete suspension
upgrade. The types of packages I have seen
advertised were relevant to NSW/VIC road
authorities. I am not aware how effective these
would be with ACT registration rules.

Inspection Fee (RUS)
$55.70
Additional Registration Fee (RUS) $124.10
(Due to increased Tare)
Anxiety, worry and frustration with officialdom
(priceless)
Total

$3067.96

Final results:
GVM
Tare Mass
Unladen Mass

3600 kg
2913 kg
3100 kg

Tonka also now has increased wheel track front
and rear and a change to steel wheel rims of 16”
diameter (replacing 17” alloys). The tyre size
increases rolling diameter by 14mm included in the
report and the Speedo calibration was also
confirmed at +/- 3%. Our seating configuration has
been changed from seven to five which suits me as
the drawers are unlikely to ever come out.
In effect, we have another half ton of GVM but
that’s it. While I did not need to change anything
at the time to achieve this additional GVM
allowance, the reality is that from standard we have
replaced suspension springs, shock absorbers, sway
bar and the wheel/tyre combination. These changes
meant that we were effectively going through a
paper exercise (albeit with engineering testing) to
confirm the suitability of our modifications.
We will need to continue to be wary of what we
load on trips. Everything carried must have two or
more uses to qualify for a place! It might be time
to replace my steel winch cable with rope which is
much lighter. Geez, I could stand to lose a few
kilos too to help poor old Tonka’s GVM. No
comments needed here please!
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Where are They Now?

Where are They Now?Jim Raleigh
Since the development of the Membership
Database, we have been using many sources to try
to compile a historical record of club membership.
So far this has resulted in the identification of
almost 3000 current and former members
representing over 1700 Memberships.
Not
surprisingly, we have lost contact with many of
them and are always on the lookout for information
which may assist in restoring that contact.
With events such as the approaching 35th
anniversary and in only 5 years, our 40th
Anniversary, we do like to issue invitations to
former members who have moved on, particularly if
they played a significant role in the development
and growth of the club. To do so we need addresses
be they postal or email. At this time we have lost
contact with over 450 of our former memberships
and there may be many more for whom our records
are incorrect but we have no way of knowing. With
the recent mail out of invitations to the 35th
Anniversary event, we have been able to determine
that we have no valid address for the 450 mentioned
above.

To this end, the list below includes all those
members who held official committee positions in
the years indicated, but for whom we unfortunately
have no contact details. The date joined data may
not always be accurate and the Year indicated
identifies only the first year that they occupied an
official position, being the position indicated. In
many cases they went on to occupy many other
positions but these have been omitted to keep the list
short.
If you know any of these former members, and can
assist by providing contact details (Address, Phone
No, Email Address) we would be pleased to hear
from you. Details can be provided by email to the
Membership Secretary
(Membership@ST4WDC.Org) or to Jim Raleigh by
email (J.Raleigh@Netspeed.com.au) or phone (0413
612 305). For obvious reasons we are particularly
keen to track down the three members in bold print
as these all went on to become Club President.

Although we would like to identify current details
for the majority of these former members, a list of
such numbers would be too long to publish here.
We are keen however to try to re-establish contact
with those who played an active part in the
development and running of the club, usually by

Last Name
Arnouts
Asson
Atkins
Beer
Bird
Blayden
Blayden
Boardman
Boreham

First Name
Peter
John
Peter
Trevor
Gerry
Kathy
Keith
Ian
Geoff

Date Joined
12-Feb-80
21-Aug-93
11-Sep-84
13-Sep-77
01-Jan-80
08-Feb-77
08-Feb-77
16-Nov-76
01-Jan-88

Year
1980
1994
1986
1978
1981
1977
1978
1976
1988

Position
Secretary
Membership Secretary
Publications Coordinator
Search & Rescue Coordinator
Search & Rescue Coordinator
Secretary
Property Coordinator
Publications Coordinator
Property Coordinator
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Last Name
Buerckner
Cameron
Chapman
Chapman
Climmer
Cotter
Denham
Dennis
Duncan
Flux
Galman
Gowen
Holmes
Holmes
James
Kebblewhite
Kelley
May
McLeod
McNab
Millburn
Millburn
Miniotas
Nicholls (2)
Noble
Nott
Pinkster
Redfern
Redfern
Shepherd
Strickland
Tibbles
Toms
Towner
Towner
Walker
Ward
Whiteside
Whittle
Williams
Williams
Wilson
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First Name
Graham
Don
Les
Penny
Clive
Ron
Ron
Tony
Neil
Brian
Ralph
Geoff
Marie
Tony
Max
Les
Franks
John
Geoffrey E
Fiona
Rob
Kim
Stuart
Romas
Chris
Phil
Peter
Ina
Leonore
Paul
Jeff
Paul
Stephen
John
Jon
Lesley
Russ
John
David
Frank
Brian
Pam
Claudia

Date
Joined
14-Jul-93
01-Jan-85
12-Jun-79
12-Jun-79
09-Sep-80
12-Dec-78
08-Nov-77
01-Jan-83
11-Jan-77
09-Jul-85
12-Apr-77
01-Jan-88
08-Jul-80
08-Jul-80
14-Dec-76
13-Dec-83
Pet
11-Jul-78
12-Jul-83
12-Feb-80
09-Aug-77
14-Jan-92
14-Jan-92
12-Nov-85
31-Jan-94
13-Jul-82
16-Nov-76
08-Jun-82
13-Jun-78
13-Jun-78
10-Sep-85
14-Dec-76
16-Nov-76
31-Jan-94
08-Jun-82
08-Jun-82
01-Jan-91
08-Feb-77
14-Mar-06
08-Mar-83
10-Mar-81
10-Mar-81
01-Jan-82

Year
1995
1986
1979
1980
1981
1980
1978
1983
1977
1988
1978
1988
1981
1980
1980
1985
1978
1985
1980
1979
1995
1992
1988
1995
1983
1976
1983
1979
1979
1986
1977
1977
1996
1983
1983
1991
1977
2008
1984
1981
1981
1984

Position
General Member 2
Assistant Editor
Secretary
Publications Coordinator
Social Secretary
General Member 1
Treasurer
Events and Trips Coordinator
Assistant Trips Coordinator
Publications Coordinator
Librarian
Sergeant at Arms
Vice President
Publications Coordinator
General Member 1
Events and Trips Coordinator
Search & Rescue Coordinator
Publications Coordinator
Librarian
Treasurer
General Member 2
General Member 1
Secretary
Publications Coordinator
Assistant Trips Coordinator
Assistant Trips Coordinator
Assistant Editor
Publications Coordinator
Property Coordinator
ST4WDC Delegate
Publications Coordinator
Events and Trips Coordinator
Treasurer
Treasurer
Membership Secretary
Publications Coordinator
Publications Coordinator
Membership Secretary
Assistant Editor
Publications Coordinator
Membership Secretary
Secretary

FOR SALE/WANTED/LOST/FOUND
Advertising on this page is free to members but is restricted
to
Two Months. Non-members will be charged $20 per
advertisement for 5 lines for the same period.
Redback Explorer heavy duty off-road camper
trailer built mid 2007; galvanised body; large alloy
storage box at front; 16 ins wheels; on-board
battery; 16' x 8' 6" camper top plus 8' awning; 12v
wiring with 4 outlets; electric brakes plus over-ride
as back-up; 70 lit water tank; kitchen on tailgate
with gas stove and grill; queen size mattress;
storage frame in body of trailer; excellent condition
and well below current replacement cost. $15,900
Call David Whight on 0438882696
For sale
5 x 20 Lt red plastic willow jerry cans - $10 each
4 x 16" Pajero steel rims (NM/NP) silver, never
used - $100 the lot.
Wheel Rim. One only, 5 stud, 16 inch by 7inch alloy
rim ( 7.0JX16 AH2 / ET57.0 / E-DOT ) as new, ex
Disco. Free to good home (or truck).
Call Jim on 6291 6392 or 0427 483911
Tent, large (4.5x3) canvas 2 room plus awning,
includes fly, pegs, ropes and poles - $250
Contact: Rick Holland (0412 335 962)

Toyota Landcruiser 2004 100 Series GXLWhite
Factory turbo, diesel, 5 speed manual, ARB bull
bar, IPF driving lights, 3 batteries located under
the bonnet, hands free phone kit. Has done
238,000 kms, 95% done on the highway by the
previous owner, who was the CEO of the
Stockman Hall of Fame in Long Reach. $37,700
ono
Generator: Honda Handy Inverter EU30i 3kva,
12 months old and never used comes with lock up cable,
tools and manual. Cost almost $4000.00 asking
$3000.00.
Tyres Coopers : 5x LT245/75 X16 ATR.
4X Traveled approx 2000km
1x spare never used.
payed $1500.00 asking $1000.00.
Graeme Lister AH 0419 415 279.

Club Clothing
The Club clothing or a name badge can be ordered from Kathy Solomos at the monthly
Meetings.
Payment for any item is expected when ordering.
Jackets:
Shirts:
Vests:
Caps:
Hats:
Beanies:
Name Badges:
Rugby Tops:

$75:00
$37:50
$47:50
$15:00
$15:00
$15:00
$12.00
$48:00

Kathy Solomos 0402 051 623
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Canberra: 95 Grenville Court Phillip
(behind Discount Tyres)

email: southcanberra@batteryworld.com.au

24 Hour Roadside Service
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